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ABSTRACT 
We discuss convergence properties of the double-shift and multishift QL algo- 
rithms. 
INTRODUCTION 
The implicit double-shift QL algorithm is a very sophisticated method for 
finding complex eigenvalues of Hessenberg matrices. Unfortunately its con- 
vergence cannot be ensured. For instance, the Hessenberg matrix 
0 1 
0 0 1 
H,= I ; ; : . . ’ 
0 () &.: 1 
1 0 0 ... 0 
is invariant under the double-shift QL, and therefore does not converge. The 
convergence of the multi-shift QL algorithm is an even more complicated 
problem. 
It is an interesting problem whether this method converges when it is 
applied to a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. A definite answer is given in this 
paper. 
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MAIN RESULTS 
Given an n X n symmetric tridiagonal matrix 
(1) 
a1 PI” 0 
P!” a’2l’ PC’ 
T= . . 
p’? n 2 
&) ,,_; pc,‘l, 
0 p”’ &) nl ” 
consider the sequence (Tk} of symmetric tridiagonal matrices produced by 
using the double-shift QL algorithm, where T, = T and 
(k) 
ffl Plk’ 0 
P’lk’ (k) a!2 PP’ 
Tk= . . . . . . ... 
PC,?, Lyik?, pkk? 1 
0 pCk_r #) n1 ” 
The procedure to obtain Tk + 1 from Tk is as follows (for k = 1,2, . . . >: 
1. Take the 2 X 2 matrix 
I 
(k) 
ffl P’lk’ 
P’lk’ CYp 
from the top of Tk, and use its two eigenvalues ~l(~),ui~) as shifts. 
2. Do the double-shift QL 
(Tk - aik’) = QkLk> 
T k+ 1/2 = L&k + a,‘k’z, 
T _ &k) _ k+l/2 2 -0 k+1,2Lk+1,2, 
Tk+l = Lk+l,2Qk+l,2 + ai’k’z, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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where Qk 1 Qk + 112 are orthogonal IINtI%3, and Lk, Lk+ 1,2 are lOWer 
triangular matrices that have nonnegative diagonal elements. 
Let 
ok = QkQk+l,z~ (5) 
Lk = L k+l,BLk. (6) 
Obviously we have 
Tkcl = Q,TTk& 
It is also easy to show that 
(7) 
Mk =(Tk -c~:~‘Z)(T, -CTik’z)=&z&. (8) 
Denote the n column vectors of the orthogonal matrix & by 
9ik)> 9hk)>. . .> 9” 9 ck) and the ith element of 9jk) by 9;:). The elements of the 
lower triangular matrix Lk are 1:;‘. 
LEMMA 1. For the above double-shifi QL procedure, we have 
Mk% 
(k) = l$‘;)e,, 
(9) 
where e, is the first column of unit matrix 1. 
Proof. Take the transpose of Equation (8): 
so 
Comparing the first columns of the two sides of the above equation, we have 
Equation (9). n 
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The convergence theorems will be given in the following. In describing 
these theorems the superscript k is omitted for the sake of simplicity, i.e., 
the elements of Tk are cxi, pi, and the elements of Tk + 1 are Bi, 6,. 
THEOREM 1. z_.et n 3 5. Under the double-shifi QL algorithm (l), (21, (3), 
(4, we have following conclusions: 
1. (Ipl&l} is a monotone nonincreasing sequence. 
2. l&&l -+ 0 or I&P41 + 0. In either cme P1P2P3P4 -+ 0. 
3. of lp,&l + 0 then I&p41 --t 0, lqall + 1, lq131 4 1, a3 - al + 0, ad 
p,” + p,” - p; -+ 0. 
Proof. Equation (9) has n equations, the first of which is 
P1P2q31= 4,. (10) 
From (7) 
From (9) 
so 
and 
[ a,o;Z]q, =lllel. 
Tk2ql =(a, + a2)Ta - alr2ql + lllelT 
Because 
qITkql = ezT,+,e, = 0, q3Tq1= 0. 
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so 
Substituting I,, of Equation (10) into (111, we have 
p^l& =w2q13q31. 
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(11) 
(12) 
Because ql,q3 are unit vectors, lq131 < 1, lq311 G 1. Thus 
i.e., (Ipl&l} is a monotone nonincreasing sequence, which proves the first 
conclusion in the theorem. 
From the monotonicity of IpIp21, there is a limit 7, 
where T > 0. If T f 0, then from Equation (12) 
This implies 
I9311 -+ 1, lq1J + 1. 
Because q1 is a unit vector, the remaining elements of q1 satisfy 
9il--) 0, i=1,2,4,5 ,..., n. 
The fifth equation of (9) is 
P3P4q31+ PA a‘ia5 -u1-u,)q,,+[P,2+P52+(~5-~1)(~5-~z)lq51 
+P5(a5+a6 - cl- a,) q61+ P5Psq71= 0. 
Because the coefficients of qdl, q51, q61, and 971 are alI bounded we have 
P3P4 --) 0. 
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For the second and third equations of (9) we have 
&?21+ (a3 - d&%31 + k&741 = 0, 
PA911 + (a3 - %)P2%1 +(‘y&3 - a1 - a,) + ala2 + P,” + P,” - PB)%1 
+ (a4 + a3 - a2 - q)&%u + P3Pd751= 0, 
so we know ffg - cyI + 0 and p,” + p,” - pf + 0. n 
We can extend the above theorem to the s-shift case (i.e. shifting s times, 
s > 2). Let 
and let its s eigenvalues be denoted ~,(~),a,j~),...,u,(~). Do the following 
procedure: 
Tk - u,‘~‘Z = Q L k k> 
T k+l/s = LkQk + C,‘k’z, 
Tk+l,s -dk’l = Qk+l,sLk+ys. 
Tk+z,s = Lk+&k+,,s + uik’z, 
Tk+i/s -uiY\‘=Qk+i/sLk+i/s~ 
Tk+(i+l)/s =Lk+i/sQk+i/s+ai+l p (k)I 
(Tk+(s-1)/s - u,‘k’z) = Qk+(s-l),sLk+(S-l)/S’ 
T k+l= Lk+(s--l)/s Qk+(s- 1)/s + U,‘k’z. 
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The procedure that produces the above sequence {T& is called s-shift QL 
algorithm. Here Qk+i,s (i = 0, 1,2,. . . , s - 1) is an orthogonal matrix; Lk+i,s 
(i=1,2,..., s - 1) is a lower triangular matrix, and its diagonal elements are 
nonnegative. 
THEOREM 2. Let n > 2s + 1. For (TJ produced by the s-s&@ QL 
procedure we have: 
1. (IPIP2 . . . PSI) is a monotone nonincreasing sequence. 
2. l&&*.*P,I-,O or IPs+~Ps+2~-&J-a. v lPA!***Psl++o~ 
then l/3s+~~s+2--~Pzsl +O, lqs+l,ll+L and lq1,,+1l +I. 
Proof. As in the case of s = 2, we have 
Mk = fi ( Tk - a,‘““) = ok & , 
i=l 
where 
Qk = QkQk+l,s . . . Qk+(s-u/r 
is an orthogonal matrix, and 
L, =L k+(s-1)/s L k+(s-2)/s . . ’ Lk 
is a lower triangular matrix. So, as in the case s = 2 in Lemma 1, we get 
fi (Tk - o,‘k’z)q, = l,,e,, 
i=l 
(13) 
where q1 is the first column of ok, and I,, is the first diagonal element of 
Lk. 
We need to prove that the first equation of (13) is 
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Observe that 
ef( Tk - u,(~‘Z) = e, T($$gf$G) 
= eT(T,,,y -u,Z), A , (. 1 
s 
n--s 
eT( Tk - @)Z)( Tk - c$)Z) 
= (eT(T,,, - ~lZ)(T~,s - u2Z),0) (if s>3) 
The first element of (T,,s)Pes is zero when p < s - 2, so we have 
s-l s-2 
erivl (Tk - 4 = eT n (TL, - aiZ)10 
i=l 
s-l 
eTivl (T,,,-uiZ>,O 
Thus 
er fi (Tk - ail) = 
s-l 
i=l 
e?,gl (T,,, - uiZ)TO 
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Observe that the first element of (Tl,s)s-leS is PI& * . . ps_l, SO 
e:ifJ(Tk--uiZ)= e:.fI(T,,,-uiz),p,p,..-B,,O,...,O 
i. i=l I 
s 
= (. ” . 0 ,...) o,p,p~-**ps.o,...> 0). 
s 
Therefore the first equation of (13) is 
PA . * . &4,+1,1= 4,. (14 
Because the element in row s + 1 of the first column of fS is p^,& *. * bS, 
we obtain 
But using Equation (131, we have 
s-l 
T"q, = c d,Tjq, + l,,e,, 
j=O 
where 
d, = ulu,. - - us, d,_,= ‘&. etc. 
i=l 
On the other hand 
q,‘+ ,Tjq, = eT+ I?ie, = 0 when jds-1, 
so 
(15) 
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Substituting Equation (14) into the above equation, we have 
p^,&- 6, = PA.. . P.dls+l 191 s+l’ . 1 (16) 
Because lq,+cl,ll < 1 and lql,,+ll < 1, II&&. * * P,ll is a monotone nonin- 
creasing sequence. The first conclusion of this theorem has been proved. 
lP,Pz . * * PSI must have a limit T > 0. If T = 0 then Ipips. *. PSI + 0. 
Suppose r # 0. Then from Equation (16) it is known that 
When bs+l.l I + 1 the other elements of q1 tend to zero, i.e., 
qj,l+O, j = 1,2 ,..., s,s+2 ,..., n. 
Consider the 2s + 1st equation of (13), which is 
Ps+,Ps+e...Pe,q,+1,1+hs+2qs+2,1+ .-* =o.
Except for qs+ 1, 1, every qj,l has limit zero, and in the above equation 
the coefficients of qj,l 
lqs+l,ll + 1, 
are bounded. When we take the limit, lqj, II + 0, 
so it must be that 
Now the whole theorem has been proved. n 
COROLLARY [l]. For s = 1 (Rayleigh quotient shift) the following state- 
ments hold: 
1. lpi1 is a monotone nonincreasing sequence. 
2. Either PI -+ 0, or & + 0, lq2,11 + 1, and lq1,21 -+ 1. 
Proof. When s = 1, it is easy to see that the equalities (14), (151, (16) 
also hold, so conclusions 1 and 2 are also true. n 
In [2] there is a result concerning the convergence rate for the s-shift QL 
algorithm: if p, + 0 then p^, = O(pf). 
Applying the above double-shift procedure to the matrix WA, taking 
E = 10e3 (E = lo- “1, after 25 (29) iterations all eigenvalues are obtained. 
For Ws;, with E = 10m3 (E = 10-‘“), 24 (29) iterations were required. 
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In the process, the first step is to check whether p4 < E. If so, four 
eigenvalues can be obtained, and then the order of the matrix can be 
decreased by 4. If not, we check &; we can get three eigenvalues if & < E. 
If not, we check &, and when & < E, we have two eigenvalues. When the 
above three conditions are all false, we consider whether pi < E. If so, one 
eigenvalue is obtained. Otherwise continue the iteration. 
A lot of numerical examples show that pi,& usually will be very small. 
But we give an example in which pi, Be do not converge to 0. Let 
T= 
M=(T-a,Z)(T-a2Z)= 
0 0 
0 0 
IF, 0  
0 h2 
a1 1 0 0 0 
1 ff2 1 0 0 
0 1 a1 0 0 
0 0 0 ag 0 
0 0 0 0 a4 
where oi, os, (~a, czq are real numbers, and let 
‘0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
\o 0 0 
where h, = (~32 -(a, + +x3 + (qa2 - 0, h, = a4” -(a, + cx2)cx4 + 
(V% - 1). It is easy to show that 
lo 0 1 0 o\ 
0 1 0 0 0 
@= 10 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 1 0 
\o 0 0 0 l/ 
here M = @ is the QL decomposition of M. Thus f = OTTO and f = T. 
This tells us that T is invariant under the above double-shift QL process, so 
p, and & do not converge to 0. 
The author thanks Liu Hong for perjbrming the computation of the 
numerical examples. 
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